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The discussion will cover the following areas:

- How can AI improve talent acquisition, candidate screening (eliminate unconscious bias) & onboarding?
- Performance analysis & behavioural assessment
- Improving the candidate & employee experience using AI, employee engagement & reducing attrition
- Ever increasing data pools – how can people analytics support more informed strategic decision making?
- Using chatbots and AI in employee benefits service centres and in outbound communication
- AI in Learning – accurately allocating the right course to keep up engagement & continual learning
- AI in team-making, especially with flex and gig workers, to assemble the most effective teams

The purpose of the session is to discuss trends, strategy, share experience and explore solutions in a private, collaborative, peer to peer environment.
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A SELECTION OF COMPANIES REPRESENTED AT PREVIOUS EVENTS:

- BT
- British Gas
- pwc
- Waigears Boots Alliance
- Expedia
- Pizza Hut
- Microsoft
- Intel
- Bayer
- Goldman Sachs
- Lear Corporation
- AEG
- Experian
- Avery Dennison
- AXA
- Siemens
- Samsung
- Atos
- Getty Images
- Gardner Denver